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About This Game

Brawlderdash is a local multiplayer sports game. Players choose from multiple sport characters to pass and bash past the
opposing team!

Alternate stadium features and different weather conditions ensure no two matches are the same. From a well-kept soccer pitch
to a windy field with pinball bumpers, there's something for every play group and simple controls allow for pick up play.

Features:

Local Multiplayer for up to 8 players

6 Playable Classes!

Each Sport may Dash and Kick, but their Special Skills set them apart.

Golfer

Soccer

Hockeyman
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Footballer

Runner

Baseballer

8 Stadiums

Time and Goal modes

Watch as your fans turn their backs on you in dismay, as your chances of reaching the playoffs diminish with each
dropped pass and missed goal. They'll never love you again.

The local sports radio no longer answers your calls.
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Refunded it due to lack of direction and being killed a dozen times in the first level alone.. I remember when this game had a
nice small community of active players and an active developer, its a shame that I had to give this a negative review but I feel
like this game was abandoned by the developer, I miss this game.. 100% must buy for all ages. Unique and interesting puzzle
game with a undervalued price. The visuals have a simple charm that pop really well. Well developed and great buy for anyone
looking for a lite game that you can chill with.

Incredible level of depth for how simple the game is. Fantastically teaches math for younger ages, yet will hardpress adult-level
problem solving for high scores.

Keeps things fresh throughout the game by introducing new concepts.. Flame over is a game where you are a firefighter, going
through the different floors of a burning building. The floors are randomly generated, making every run unique. Each run
through the game gets you coins and possibly upgrade tokens, which allow you to buy improvements making the next run a bit
easier. Sometimes a level also contains a store allowing you to buy items that will help you along the way,

Equiped with both a water tank and an extinguisher, you have to carefully manage your resources as you are fighting the fire.
Water will work on all fires, but if you don't also extinguish electrical fires, they will flare up again.

The game has both a time and a health system. If either runs out, you will die. The timer or health don't reset between levels. By
rescuing people and cats you gain extra time and health. On top of that, you might receive a mission from one of the survivors.
completing these mission will earn you upgrade tokens.

Sadly the upgrade system is somewhat pointless, since a lot of the upgrades apply to items you can buy when you come across a
store. These store are so rare however, and the items you can buy are randomized, so most of the time you won't have access to
the items you upgrades with your tokens. It makes the upgrade mechanic mostly pointless.

I had great fun with the game at the beginning. There is a tutorial level and 4 more area's, each compromised out of several
floors. The first two areas are great, but once you hit the lab area, the difficulty ramps up in such a wa that progression is hardly
possible. After dozens of tries, I have yet to clear a single floor in the Lab area. The game went from pretty fun to incredibly
frustrating.

In the end I wouldn't recommend it. Without a better upgrade system and a better scaled difficilty system, the game feels
lacking. Review for MORDHAU

Mordhau is a first & third-person slasher inspired by games such as Chivalry Medieval Warfare. Also amazing
character creation that lets you create multiple kinds of mercenaries to suit your play style. Mordhau has a variety of
gamemode types: Team Deathmach, Skirmish, Frontline, Battle Royale and Horde. Developed by small studio (10
developers only).

[\u2714]
- Beautiful graphics
- Gameplay mechanics\/combat is superb
- Soundtrack
- Executions
- 32v32 mode
- Horde mode
- Character customisation
- No microtransactions all cosmetics you earn by playing

[\u2718]
- Optimization is not the best
- Glitches

9\/10 highly recommended game
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Thanks for reading!. I'm hesitantly recommending this game, but I'll go more into detail below. It tells the story of
college student Asami and the challenges she faces in life - from navigating her relationships with love interests and
family, to dealing with her own emotionally distant personality (she's a total tsundere and I dig it).

I have to say that the main reason I recommend this game (aside from the great music and beautiful art), is the writing,
which in my opinion makes or breaks an otome like this. I thought the common route was intriguing, and I never got
bored. The pacing worked well in my opinion, and I really liked how you can almost tell at certain scenes when a love
interest begins seeing Asami in a different light or starts to have feelings for her.

Also, I liked how they really dived into Asami's relationship with art and painting. It made the story feel well
researched and more personal. Some otomes might just use it as a backstory like "MC is an art student" as a way to
move the story along, but KKG really illustrates how Asami's relationship with art is a large part of who she is,
especially as she uses it as an outlet to express emotions she has a hard time understanding herself.

The love aspect was subtle and realistic. I thought Shinichi's route was fantastic. He's not usually the type I'd go for,
but this game totally changed my mind. He was \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing adorable and his character was pretty
fleshed out. I can't necessarily say the same about Yuuya, but that's more of a preference thing. Although I usually love
his type in otome games, I ended up getting frustrated with his route by the end, feeling like certain angsty parts
dragged on too long for the payout it had at the end. But like I said, some people might think differently and that's
totally ok. No matter how I felt about Yuuya's route, I agree it was still well developed overall.

The only issue with the story that really bothered me was one of the twists you find out in the common route. Yes it's
shocking and has the potential to add tons of depth to Asami and her relationships, but after it's mentioned, I felt that
it was barely touched on for awhile in both routes (and not really even dealt with in a specific route). I should mention
I've only played the good ends up to this point, so if it is clarified more in the bad ends then ignore this section. But
honestly for something as serious as that, there really should've been more written about how the protagonist
overcomes it. While I get that it explains more about Asami's personality, I don't think it's a twist that should be used
without more consideration for how it's handled in the story. In Shinichi's storyline especially, I felt like it ended with a
dark cloud hovering over an otherwise awesome route.

Now for more technical aspects, it's a pretty straightforward VN with occasional choices that raise your love interest's
stats. I bought the game before the second patch, so I was one of those unfortunate souls who lost their save data.
However the 'F.Skip' option allowed me to jump to the next choice, so I was able to return to my original place fast. I
admire that the developers fixed the renpy traceback issue immediately, and I really don't have any current complaints
about it. One more thing to add was that the auto text option remained a little slow for me, even at the fastest speed, so
as a heads up clicking through the game is probably your best bet if you're a speed reader.

Also about three or four of the bonus extra options weren't playable (Ending list, etc.). I thought maybe they would
unlock once the whole game was completed, but after reading some other reviews that doesn't seem to be the case. I
hope they do, because I'd love to see those sections.

Finally, I've got to talk about Guillam. Out of all love interests, I somehow was most surprised by his personality in the
common route, and I can't tell you how much I want to read his story. I really REALLY hope we can get his route as
promised. If it's as good as it was set up to be in the first few chapters, then my 'hesitant' recommendation will become
'hell yeah buy this!' in an instant.

TLDR;

Pros:
- Loved the MC, she was a realistic tsundere badass I hope to become someday
- Great character development and story
- Beautiful artwork (the MC laughing is adorable, I can see why all the guys want her)
- Fitting OST with some stand-out tracks
- Shinichi is bae
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Cons:
- Price is WAY too much for currently two routes. Would even be steep with three.
- Certain plot twists could have been concluded better
- Cannot access most of the extra material
- It felt like a tease to see Guillam (not really a universal con, but like I said I really want his route)

Overall: 7\/10

I have to say that altogether this game was good, and if you're an otome fan like me I have no doubt you'll enjoy many
aspects of it. However I'd almost say that as the game is now, it's probably only worth the price if on sale in the near
future.

I can tell that the developers worked extremely hard on what they produced. I think Asami is a fabulous heroine for the
genre, and the love interests aren't the average stereotypes. Some aspects of the game will feel incredibly relateable, it is
slice of life done well. Honestly if the developers end up adding the last route and polishing the game, then there's no
doubt in my mind that this could be one of the best english otome games I've played.. Although I haven't even played it
enough to even see what the game has offered, you can obviouslly tell that this is just a port of a console game. No
config, no tutorial (even though it doesn't really need one, as it's pretty easy to learn). I unfortunately did not have a
friend at the time to play this with, let alone know the keyboard controls (since there are no options or guides
anywhere, even online). I mean heck, even some of the worst games I've ever played at least had an option to change the
music and sound settings.

I could honestly see some people getting into this, but until there's some kind of patch or update, it's not really worth it.

I can't really give this a fair rating, unfortunately. Once I continue, I might update this review. So far it seems like a
good game with wasted (or rather unused) potential.
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I do not reccomend the loco in it's current state, but read on for more information.

DTG have taken an IHH model and have done... something... to it. I imagine a quick texture upgrade to make it compatible with
the latest version of TS, but other than that it's a mystery to me. I wish DTG would've done better justice to the last steam loco
built by BR.

PROS:
-Good looking, supposedly modernised model, something DTG is getting good at.
-Inclusion of a single and double-chimney version, with BR1A and BR1D tenders. 16T mineral wagons and a brake van are also
included.
-Fun scenarios. I acutally enjoyed a little challenge in them.

CONS:
-Bad sounds. As usual, DTG fall short of making a two-cylinder, double chinmey beheamoth sound daunting. At high speeds it
sounds like a diesel engine running out of fuel, oil, and coolant, all at the same time. Exactly like the European Asset Black 5...
Oh wait....
-In-cab features need work. The ejector knobs have been modelled, but not animated and used. They just sit there in front of
your face in the cab with no purpose other than to look interesting and unimportant.
-I can't change the headcode from Fast Freight, whish isn't all bad I suppose, considering that's what the 9F was built for. But
when I'm pulling a railtour with Evening Star, I want an Express headcode up front.
-Reliance on 3rds parties to fix otherwise correctable issues. there, I said it.

SSS have a great sound pack that adds seperate sounds to both the single and double-chimey versions, along with some cool
smoke particle effects and a new "dynamic" trillable whistle to replace the standard, repeating, shrieking mess. Steam chest
simulation and accurate brakes, among other things are also included. If you're gonna get this mammoth, don't bother unless you
intend to get the SSS pack alongside it.

This is DTG's way to make a quick pound (or dollar, in my case) with a second-hand model, with no real attention paid to the
contents they spewed forth. Rescued from perdition by SSS, it's a great model for the extra money of a 3rd party enhancement.

Overall 65%, with SSS pack 80%
. This DLC is a must-have if you're a tryhard Juicer.

It ain't overtly p2w because as all Juicers know, the cards your bring are shared communally and randomly drawn, meaning even
opponents without the DLC can use your DLC cards against you. Nevertheless, being able to "stack the (communal) deck in
your favor" is always desirable.

DLC card rankings:

[GOD TIER]

- Passionate Research. HA HA, TIME FOR MORE HYPER(S)!
Everyone with OP, deadly, stackable, or spammable Hypers (Sugu, Sora, Poppo, Nanako, Syrup, QP, Peat, Marc, Saki, Krila)
will want to stack this card.

- Mimic. A non-annoying alternative to your typical Bunny players' x3 Gift Exchange antics.
Everyone with crappy or situational Hypers (Bunny, Cat, Hime, Tomomo, etc.) will want to stack this card; always high comedy
when a farmer like Bunny pops Accelerator or Specs.

- Shield Counter. Super OP anti-mugging card.
Every punching bag\/farmer will want to bring this card; guaranteed mad tears when you one-shot counter bullies. Kai, Hime,
and Cat beware. Maximal butthurt and salinity if they popped SAOM\/Specs\/Accel + Battle card, too.

- President's Privilege. Oy vey!
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Great card to bring along for pricey, overpriced, or prohibitively Hypers or expensive cards such as Little War, Sealed
Guardian, Final Battle, SAOM, etc. or when planning to empty your hand for some Event + Battle card overkill combos.

[USEFUL TIER]

- Ambush. Stop staring at my butt.
A pricey but potentially deadly or life-saving card for BOTH bullies and punching bags; great for anti-Protag's Privilege. You do
not need an opponent to use this card; you can use it just to stay put on your current tile, though you can't use it to norma again
on a home tile.

- Tactical Retreat. Ah non! I surrender, just take my stars!
Balanced anti-bully card. Forces Boost-type Hyper characters such as Sugu or Sora to carry and invest at least one Battle-type
card when planning to mug you, instead of mindlessly hoarding x3 Hypers.

[SITUATIONAL TIER]

- Lonely Chariot. Gotta go fast.
A highly situational and pricey card (both in terms of cost and drawbacks, though mitigable), but potentially game-breaking.
Especially on certain maps like Tomomo's Abyss, this card can be godly for high-HP farmers like Fernet, Castle, Poppo, etc.
who can constantly warp tile, norma, heal, and warp tile again by rolling 5s non-stop using this card.

- Piyopiyo Procession. MLG creep farm like a Chinese pro gamer.
Good for bully characters, guaranteed source of creep farming for Wins (i.e. during Boss tiles) or chip damage and Norma-
denial.

[FUN TIER]

- Mix Phenomenon. FUN!
Do you not enjoy FUN? Also great for farmers to counter Battlefield event or hide boss tiles.

- Sealed Memories. Can't see crap.
Hilarious when someone like Sugu or Sora discards\/wastes their Hyper while everyone else is looking and laughing.

[GARBAGE TIER]

- Scary Solicitation. Just ask Bunny players why her Hyper is crap. This card is even WORSE.
Extremely highly situational, and may not even be worth it even if you use President's Privilege.. Full disclosure, I'm friends
with the developer of this game and do not write a lot of reviews so this may be a little all over the place. That being said, when I
first picked up this game, it was primarily with the intention to support my friend. I'm not usually one to play many of these
small cheap games. However I found that after I purchased this game, it's actually really damn fun. So far I've put about 5 hours
into it, so as far as value for money goes, it's awesome, best $3 i've ever spent. The mechanics that I found quite annoying at
first, I realised are actually the reason I've kept playing, they keep the game challenging. I've also found that the game is
particularly fun when you have friends playing it as well, trying to beat each others scores certainly keeps it interseting. Highly
recommend this game, particularly if you're looking for something to do for 10 mins while waiting for a squad or party in
another game!. This is the first game i returned, 2.5d game , NOT 3D. See Homeworld for a definition of 3d space game or hell
for turn based full 3d game "Flotilla".

And for some one that played many space games, Rts games and even \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 mobile games
like this one i can't seem to easily move around the map. ANd why the hell do I need to make a line from my ship to the other
ship to attack it. a repair timer? a repair timer on a single player game there is a time wall, a candy crush level game mechanic.
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TLDR :: Broken controls, Bad description.. I do not believe that their is enough content in this game to justify the price they are
charging for it.. This was a fun little game. If you're into run and gun games like cuphead or metal slug you might like this game.
It's not terribly difficult, and the rewind system makes it extremely unlikely that you will ever lose a level. What's the point you
ask? It can be fun watching an entire "army" pop into existence to beat up a single level or boss, and you get to watch a replay
after each level (which might make you forget it's single player because it looks like multiplayer madness). The retro art style is
nice. The story will either hurt your intelligence, make you laugh out loud, or both.

There's 50 "helladeck" levels that were added at some point. I don't consider them very much value-add, but they don't really
detract from the game, and they're not *too* difficult or time-consuming to do. If you're a completionist you can still beat the
game and get all achieves top to bottom in about 15 or 20 hours, so I appreciated that the devs respected the casual player's time
by not putting any absurd achievements into the game.

Overall, I feel that this is a fine game and recommend if this sounds remotely interesting to you.. check out gameplay and
impressions here

this is a nice looking arcadey shooter. it's fun, though the rounds are VERY short. this is a very good intro-to-VR type game to
show off to someone just trying VR for the first time. the aiming is easy, the rounds are short, and it's low pressure for a zombie
game. as of right now though, you will not be able to start this in steamVR. you'll have to close down steamVR if you've got it
running, and start the game on it's own.

the audio is also a bit wonky. the first time i got it running it didn't have audio, but i shut it down and started it back up and it
was there (note, there is no audio during the menu screen, only during the rounds)

the graphics are pretty slick, and have a nice cartoony style to them. this game is not scary at all which may be good or bad
news, i guess.

this is not the type of game you will be spending hours in, but like i said, it's good for showing off VR, and only costs $3.
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